**Job Description:**
My main duties during my internship with CPC was to conduct maturity on samples I would collect from different orchards and varieties. I would conduct a pressure, weight and starch iodine test on each of the samples. I would then input the data collected into the web so my superiors could see the data and decide when to pick as well as where to store the fruit. I also would check the quality of the apples being harvested.

**Introduction:**
My 2020 fall internship was focused on learning about apple maturity tests done on apples to determine a harvest timing. I also had the chance to learn about post-harvest processes that occur in the orchards like pruning.

**Summary:**
Overall, I believe that my internship was a success. I completed the goals I had set for my internship and learned many skills that I will need to be a future apple grower. I really enjoyed taking samples and doing maturity test on apples and seeing how they would change week by week.